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Abstract
In this paper, a method is presented to obtain the analytical and approximate solutions of linear and
nonlinear systems of second order boundary value problems. The analytical solution is represented in the
form of series in the reproducing kernel space. In the mean time, the approximate solution un(x) is obtained
by the n-term intercept of the analytical solution and is proved to converge to the analytical solution. Some
numerical examples are studied to demonstrate the accuracy of the present method. Results obtained by the
method indicate the method is simple and effective.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following nonlinear system of second order boundary value
problems in the reproducing kernel space:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
u′′1 + a1(x)u′1 + a2(x)u1 + a3(x)u′′2 + a4(x)u′2 + a5(x)u2 + N1(u1, u2) = f1(x),
0 x  1,
u′′1 + b1(x)u′1 + b2(x)u1 + b3(x)u′′2 + b4(x)u′2 + b5(x)u2 + N2(u1, u2) = f2(x),
0 x  1,
u1(0) = u1(1) = 0, u2(0) = u2(1) = 0,
(1.1)
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aj (x), bj (x) are continuous, j = 1,2,3,4,5. Ordinary differential systems are important tools in
solving real-world problems. A wide variety of natural phenomena are modelled by second order
ordinary differential systems. Ordinary differential systems have been applied to many problems
in physics, engineering, biology and so on. However, many classical numerical methods used
with second order initial value problems cannot be applied to second order boundary value prob-
lems. We all know that the finite difference method can be used to solve linear second order
boundary value problems, but it can be difficult to solve nonlinear second order boundary value
problems using this method. For a nonlinear system of second order boundary value problems,
there are few valid methods to obtain numerical solutions. In [1–5] the authors discussed the ex-
istence of solutions to second order systems, including the approximation of solutions via finite
difference equations. T. Valanarasu and N. Ramanujam suggested a method to solve a system of
singularly linear second order ordinary differential equations [6].
In this paper, we will give the representation of analytical solution to Eq. (1.1) in the repro-
ducing kernel space under the assumption that the solution to Eq. (1.1) is unique.
Put
A11u1 = u′′1 + a1(x)u′1 + a2(x)u1, A12u2 = a3(x)u′′2 + a4(x)u′2 + a5(x)u2,






and u = (u1, u2),
then Eq. (1.1) can be converted into the following form:{
Au = f (x) − N(u1, u2), 0 x  1,
u(0) = u(1) = 0, (1.2)
where f = (f1, f2), N = (N1,N2), u ∈ W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1], f − N ∈ W 12 [0,1] ⊕ W 12 [0,1].
The space W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1] is defined as W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1] = {u = (u1, u2) | ui ∈











, u, v ∈ W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1].
Clearly, W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1] is a Hilbert space. W 12 [0,1] ⊕ W 12 [0,1] can be defined in a similar
manner and it is also a Hilbert space. W 32 [0,1] and W 12 [0,1] are defined in the following section.
2. Several reproducing kernel spaces and lemmas
2.1. The reproducing kernel space W 32 [0,1]
The inner product space W 32 [0,1] is defined as W 32 [0,1] = {u(x) | u,u′, u′′ are absolutely con-
tinuous real-valued functions, u,u′, u′′, u(3) ∈ L2[0,1], u(0) = 0, u(1) = 0}. The inner product









36uv + 49u′v′ + 14u′′v′′ + u(3)v(3))dy, (2.1)
and the norm ‖u‖W 3 is denoted by ‖u‖W 3 =
√
(u,u)W 3 , where u,v ∈ W 32 [0,1].2 2 2
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and each fixed x ∈ [0,1], there exists Rx(y) ∈ W 32 [0,1], y ∈ [0,1], such that (u(y),Rx(y))W 32 =
u(x). The reproducing kernel Rx(y) can be denoted by
Rx(y) =
{
c1ey + c2e−y + c3e2y + c4e−2y + c5e3y + c6e−3y, y  x,
d1ey + d2e−y + d3e2y + d4e−2y + d5e3y + d6e−3y, y > x.
(2.2)
The coefficients of the reproducing kernel Rx(y) and the proof of Theorem 2.1 are given in
Appendices A, B.
2.2. The reproducing kernel space W 12 [0,1]
The inner product space W 12 [0,1] is defined by W 12 [0,1] = {u(x) | u is absolutely continu-













where u(x), v(x) ∈ W 12 [0,1]. In [7], the authors proved that W 12 [0,1] is a reproducing kernel
space and its reproducing kernel is
Rx(y) = 12 sinh(1)
[
cosh(x + y − 1) + cosh(|x − y| − 1)].
2.3. Important lemma
Lemma 2.1. If Aij :W 32 [0,1] → W 12 [0,1], i, j = 1,2, are bounded linear operators, then
A :W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1] → W 12 [0,1] ⊕ W 12 [0,1] is a bounded linear operator.





































The boundedness of Aij implies that A is bounded. The proof is complete. 







where A∗ is the adjoint operator of Aij .ij
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In this section, we will give the representation of analytical solution of Eq. (1.2) and imple-
mentation method in the reproducing kernel space W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1].
In view of Lemma 2.1, it is clear that A :W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1] → W 12 [0,1] ⊕ W 12 [0,1] is a
bounded linear operator. Put
ϕij (x) = Rxi (x)−→ej =
{
(Rxi (x),0), j = 1,
(0,Rxi (x)), j = 2,
and ψij (x) = A∗ϕij (x), i = 1,2, . . . , j = 1,2, where Rx(y) is the reproducing kernel
of W 12 [0,1] and A∗ is the adjoint operator of A. The orthonormal system {ψij (x)}(∞,2)(1,1)









lkψlk(x), i = 1,2, . . . , j = 1,2. (3.1)
Theorem 3.1. For Eq. (1.2), if {xi}∞i=1 is dense on [0,1], then {ψij (x)}(∞,2)(1,1) is the complete
system of W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1].















Hence, by (3.2), Au(xi) =∑2j=1(Au(y),ϕij (y))−→ej = 0 (i = 1,2, . . .). Since {xi}∞i=1 is dense on
[0,1], we must have (Au)(x) = 0. It follows that u ≡ 0 from the existence of L−1. Therefore,
{ψij (x)}(∞,2)(1,1) is the complete system of W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1]. So the proof of Theorem 3.1 is
complete. 
Theorem 3.2. If {xi}∞i=1 is dense on [0,1] and the solution of Eq. (1.2) is unique, then the solution

















where F(x,u1(x), u2(x)) = f (x) − N(u1(x), u2(x)) = (F1,F2).
Proof. Applying Theorem 3.1, it is easy to see that {ψij (x)}(∞,2)(1,1) is the complete orthonormal
basis of W 3[0,1] ⊕ W 3[0,1].2 2










































































and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark.
(i) Eq. (1.2) is linear, that is, N(u1(x), u2(x)) = 0. Then the analytical solution to Eq. (1.2) can
be obtained directly from (3.4).
(ii) Eq. (1.2) is nonlinear. In this case, the analytical solution to Eq. (1.2) can be obtained using
the following method.
3.1. The implementation method







where Aij =∑il=1∑jk=1 βijlkFk(xl, u(xl)). Let x1 = 0, it follows that u(x1) is known from the
boundary conditions of Eq. (1.2). So F(x1, u(x1)) is known. Considering the numerical compu-


























































, j = 1,2. (3.7)
Next, the convergence of un(x) will be proved.
Now, two lemmas are given first.
Lemma 3.1. If u(x) ∈ W 32 [0,1], then |u(x)|
√
3‖u(x)‖W 32 and |u
′(x)|√3‖u(x)‖W 32 .
Proof. Noting that







































In the same way, we obtain that∣∣u′(x)∣∣√3∥∥u(x)∥∥
W 32
. 
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continuous, then f (xn,un−1(xn)) → f (y,u(y)) (n → ∞).
Proof. Note that∣∣un−1(xn) − u(y)∣∣= ∣∣un−1(xn) − un−1(y) + un−1(y) − u(y)∣∣

∣∣u′n−1(ξ)∣∣|xn − y| + ∣∣un−1(y) − u(y)∣∣.
From un → u (n → ∞) and Lemma 3.1, it follows that∣∣un−1(y) − u(y)∣∣→ 0 (n → ∞) and ∣∣u′n−1(ξ)∣∣√3‖un−1‖W 32 .
In terms of the boundedness of ‖un‖, one obtains that |un−1(xn) − u(y)| → 0 as n → ∞. The




)→ f (y,u(y)) (n → ∞). 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that ‖un‖ is bounded in (3.6) and Eq. (1.2) has a unique solution. If
{xi}∞i=1 is dense on [0,1], then the n-term approximate solution un(x) derived from the above







where Bij is given by (3.7).
Proof. First of all, we will prove the convergence of un(x).
From (3.6), we infer that




The orthonormality of {ψij }(∞,2)(1,1) yields that
‖un+1‖2 = ‖un‖2 +
2∑
j=1







In terms of (3.11), it holds that ‖un+1‖  ‖un‖. Due to the condition that ‖un‖ is bounded,













If m > n, then
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= ‖um − um−1‖2 + ‖um−1 − um−2‖2 + · · · + ‖un+1 − un‖2. (3.12)
In view of













→ 0 as n → ∞.
The completeness of W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1] shows that un → u as n → ∞.
Secondly, we will prove that u is the solution of Eq. (1.2).









































































If l = 1, then (Au)k(x1) = Fk(x1, u0(x1)), k = 1,2, that is, Au(x1) = F(x1, u0(x1)).
If l = 2, then (Au)k(x2) = Fk(x2, u1(x2)), k = 1,2, that is, Au(x2) = F(x2, u1(x2)).
In the same way, Au(xn) = F(xn,un−1(xn)).
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xnj → y (j → ∞).
We have known that Au(xnj ) = F(xnj , unj−1(xnj )). Let j → ∞, by Lemma 3.2 and the conti-
nuity of F , we have
(Au)(y) = F (y,u(y)). (3.15)
From (3.15), it follows that u(x) satisfies Eq. (1.2).
Since ψij (x) ∈ W 32 [0,1] ⊕ W 32 [0,1], clearly, u(x) satisfies the boundary conditions of
Eq. (1.2).
That is, u(x) is the solution of Eq. (1.2). The application of the uniqueness of solution to







The proof is complete. 
4. Numerical example
In this section, some numerical examples are studied to demonstrate the accuracy of the
present method. The results obtained by the method are compared with the analytical solution of
each example and are found to be in good agreement with each other.
Example 1. Consider the equation⎧⎨
⎩
u′′(x) + u′(x) + xu(x) + v′(x) + 2xv(x) = f1(x),
v′′(x) + v(x) + 2u′(x) + x2u(x) = f2(x),
u(0) = u(1) = 0, v(0) = v(1) = 0,
where 0 x  1, f1(x) = −2(1 + x) cos(x)+π cos(πx)+ 2x sin(πx)+ (4x − 2x2 − 4) sin(x),
and f2(x) = −4(x − 1) cos(x) + 2(2 − x2 + x3) sin(x) − (π2 − 1) sin(πx). The true solutions
u(x), v(x) are 2 sin(x)(1 − x) and sin(πx), respectively. Using our method, we choose 11 points
and 21 points on [0,1] and obtain approximate solutions u11(x), v11(x), u21(x), v21(x) on [0,1].
The numerical results are given in Tables 1–4.
Table 1
The numerical results of Example 1 (u11(x))
x True solution u(x) Approximate solution u11 Absolute error
0.08 0.147043 0.143698 0.0033
0.24 0.361308 0.353524 0.0077
0.40 0.467302 0.457538 0.0097
0.56 0.467444 0.457875 0.0095
0.72 0.369255 0.361953 0.0073
0.88 0.184977 0.181565 0.0034
0.96 0.065535 0.064371 0.0011
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The numerical results of Example 1 (v11(x))
x True solution v(x) Approximate solution v11 Absolute error
0.08 0.24869 0.240926 0.0077
0.24 0.684547 0.664188 0.0203
0.40 0.951057 0.923921 0.0271
0.56 0.982287 0.955155 0.0271
0.72 0.770513 0.749933 0.0205
0.88 0.368125 0.35865 0.0094
0.96 0.125333 0.122171 0.0031
Table 3
The numerical results of Example 1 (u21(x))
x True solution u(x) Approximate solution u21 Absolute error
0.08 0.147043 0.146188 0.0008
0.24 0.361308 0.359319 0.0019
0.40 0.467302 0.464806 0.0024
0.56 0.467444 0.465001 0.0024
0.72 0.369255 0.36739 0.0018
0.88 0.184977 0.184106 0.0008
0.96 0.065535 0.065245 0.0002
Table 4
The numerical results of Example 1 (v21(x))
x True solution v(x) Approximate solution v21 Absolute error
0.08 0.24869 0.246706 0.0019
0.24 0.684547 0.679363 0.0051
0.40 0.951057 0.944133 0.0071
0.56 0.982287 0.975374 0.0069
0.72 0.770513 0.765269 0.0052
0.88 0.368125 0.365713 0.0024
0.96 0.125333 0.124531 0.0008
Example 2. Consider the equation
⎧⎨
⎩
u′′(x) + xu(x) + 2xv(x) + xu2(x) = f1(x),
v′(x) + v(x) + x2u(x) + sin(x)v2(x) = f2(x),
u(0) = u(1) = 0, v(0) = v(1) = 0,
where 0  x  1, f1(x) = −2x sin(x) − 2 + x2 − 2x4 + x5, f2(x) = (1 − x)x3 + (1 − π2)×
sin(πx) + sin(x) sin(πx). The true solutions u(x), v(x) are x − x2 and sin(πx), respectively.
Using our method, we choose 21 points on [0,1] and obtain approximate solutions u21(x), v21(x)
on [0,1]. The numerical results are given in Tables 5, 6.
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The numerical results of Example 2 (u21(x))
x True solution u(x) Approximate solution u21 Absolute error
0.08 0.0736 0.073047 0.0005
0.24 0.1824 0.180903 0.0014
0.40 0.2400 0.237879 0.0021
0.56 0.2464 0.244116 0.0022
0.72 0.2016 0.199711 0.0018
0.88 0.1056 0.104645 0.0009
0.96 0.0384 0.038065 0.0003
Table 6
The numerical results of Example 2 (v21(x))
x True solution v(x) Approximate solution v21 Absolute error
0.08 0.24869 0.246634 0.0020
0.24 0.684547 0.678860 0.0056
0.40 0.951057 0.943094 0.0079
0.56 0.982287 0.974003 0.0082
0.72 0.770513 0.763992 0.0065
0.88 0.368125 0.365010 0.0031
0.96 0.125333 0.124274 0.0010
Appendix A. The coefficients of the reproducing kernel Rx(y)
Δ1 = 48(−1 + e)e3x
(
57121 + 171363e + 287970e2 + 409502e3 + 283644e4
+ 283644e5 + 409502e6 + 287970e7 + 171363e8 + 57121e9);
Δ2 = 60(−1 + e)e3x
(
57121 + 114242e + 173728e2 + 235774e3 + 47870e4 + 235774e5




(−6318e4 − 19548e5 − 19548e6 − 19548e7 − 6318e8 − 55926e4x
− 7648e5x + 6453e6x + 7488e3+x + 30816e4+x + 30816e5+x + 57121e2(5+x)
+ 30816e6+x + 30816e7+x + 7488e8+x + 54756e2+2x + 108232e3+2x
+ 165353e4+2x + 222474e5+2x + 39495e6+2x + 229764e7+2x + 171363e8+2x
+ 114242e9+2x − 111852e1+4x − 167778e2+4x − 223704e3+4x − 37080e4+4x
− 223704e5+4x − 167778e6+4x − 111852e7+4x − 55926e8+4x − 15296e1+5x
− 22944e2+5x − 46272e3+5x − 46272e4+5x − 22944e5+5x − 15296e6+5x
− 7648e7+5x + 12906e1+6x + 19359e2+6x + 32724e3+6x + 19359e4+6x




6453e4 + 12906e5 + 19359e6 + 32724e7 + 19359e8 + 12906e9
+ 6453e10 + 57121e4x − 7648e3+x − 15296e4+x − 22944e5+x − 55926e2(5+x)
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− 111852e3+2x − 167778e4+2x − 223704e5+2x − 37080e6+2x − 223704e7+2x
− 167778e8+2x − 111852e9+2x + 114242e1+4x + 171363e2+4x + 229764e3+4x
+ 39495e4+4x + 222474e5+4x + 165353e6+4x + 108232e7+4x + 54756e8+4x
+ 7488e2+5x + 30816e3+5x + 30816e4+5x + 30816e5+5x + 30816e6+5x
+ 7488e7+5x − 6318e2+6x − 19548e3+6x − 19548e4+6x
− 19548e5+6x − 6318e6+6x);
c3 = − 2
Δ1
(
1080e4 − 105840e5 + 1080e6 + 9560e4x − 118305e5x + 51624e6x
− 1280e3+x + 243745e4+x + 55841e5+x + 60766e6+x + 59486e7+x + 57121e8+x
+ 57121e9+x − 9360e2+2x − 29160e3+2x − 9360e4+2x − 29160e5+2x
− 9360e6+2x + 9560e1+4x + 19120e2+4x + 38720e3+4x + 19120e4+4x
+ 9560e5+4x + 9560e6+4x − 118305e1+5x − 121950e2+5x − 121950e3+5x
− 118305e4+5x − 118305e5+5x + 51624e1+6x + 52704e2+6x
+ 51624e3+6x + 51624e4+6x);
c4 = − 1
Δ2
(
51624e5 + 51624e6 + 52704e7 + 51624e8 + 51624e9 + 57121e5x
− 118305e4+x − 118305e5+x − 121950e6+x − 121950e7+x − 118305e8+x
− 118305e9+x + 9560e3+2x + 9560e4+2x + 19120e5+2x + 38720e6+2x
+ 19120e7+2x + 9560e8+2x + 9560e9+2x − 9360e3+4x − 29160e4+4x − 9360e5+4x
− 29160e6+4x − 9360e7+4x + 57121e1+5x + 59486e2+5x + 60766e3+5x
+ 55841e4+5x + 243745e5+5x − 1280e6+5x + 1080e3+6x





3645e4 − 179334e5 − 122213e6 + 121532e7 + 116607e8 + 114242e9
+ 57121e10 + 32265e4x − 206496e5x + 117110e6x − 4320e3+x + 419040e5+x
− 4320e6+x − 31590e2+2x − 97740e3+2x − 97740e4+2x − 97740e5+2x
− 31590e6+2x + 64530e1+4x + 96795e2+4x + 163620e3+4x + 96795e4+4x
+ 64530e5+4x + 32265e6+4x − 412992e1+5x − 417312e2+5x − 417312e3+5x






117110e6 + 234220e7 + 235550e8 + 234220e9 + 117110e10 + 57121e6x
− 206496e5+x + 32265e10+2x − 412992e6+x − 417312e8+x − 412992e9+x
− 206496e10+x + 32265e4+2x + 64530e5+2x + 96795e6+2x + 163620e7+2x
+ 96795e8+2x + 64530e9+2x − 31590e4+4x − 97740e7+4x − 31590e8+4x
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+ 116607e2+6x + 121532e3+6x − 122213e4+6x − 179334e5+6x + 3645e6+6x);
d1 = 1
Δ1
(−6318e4 − 19548e5 − 19548e6 − 19548e7 − 6318e8 + 57121e2x
− 55926e4x − 7648e5x + 6453e6x + 7488e3+x + 30816e4+x + 30816e5+x
+ 30816e6+x + 30816e7+x + 7488e8+x + 114242e1+2x + 171363e2+2x
+ 229764e3+2x + 39495e4+2x + 222474e5+2x + 165353e6+2x + 108232e7+2x
+ 54756e8+2x − 111852e1+4x − 167778e2+4x − 223704e3+4x − 37080e4+4x
− 223704e5+4x − 167778e6+4x − 111852e7+4x − 55926e8+4x − 15296e1+5x
− 22944e2+5x − 46272e3+5x − 46272e4+5x − 22944e5+5x − 15296e6+5x
− 7648e7+5x + 12906e1+6x + 19359e2+6x + 32724e3+6x + 19359e4+6x





6453e2 + 12906e3 + 19359e4 + 32724e5 + 19359e6 + 12906e7
+ 6453e8 − 55926e2x + 54756e4x + 7488e5x − 6318e6x − 7648e1+x − 15296e2+x
− 22944e3+x − 46272e4+x − 46272e5+x − 22944e6+x − 15296e7+x − 7648e8+x
− 111852e1+2x − 167778e2+2x − 223704e3+2x − 37080e4+2x − 223704e5+2x
− 167778e6+2x − 111852e7+2x − 55926e8+2x + 108232e1+4x + 165353e2+4x
+ 222474e3+4x + 39495e4+4x + 229764e5+4x + 171363e6+4x + 114242e7+4x
+ 57121e8+4x + 30816e1+5x + 30816e2+5x + 30816e3+5x + 30816e4+5x
+ 7488e5+5x − 19548e1+6x − 19548e2+6x − 19548e3+6x − 6318e4+6x);
d3 = − 1
Δ2
(
1080e4 − 105840e5 + 1080e6 + 57121ex + 9560e4x − 118305e5x
+ 51624e6x + 57121e1+x + 59486e2+x + 60766e3+x + 55841e4+x + 243745e5+x
− 1280e6+x − 9360e2+2x − 29160e3+2x − 9360e4+2x − 29160e5+2x − 9360e6+2x
+ 9560e1+4x + 19120e2+4x + 38720e3+4x + 19120e4+4x + 9560e5+4x
+ 9560e6+4x − 118305e1+5x − 121950e2+5x − 121950e3+5x − 118305e4+5x
− 118305e5+5x + 51624e1+6x + 52704e2+6x + 51624e3+6x + 51624e4+6x);




51624e2 + 51624e3 + 52704e4 + 51624e5 + 51624e6 + 9560e2x
− 9360e4x − 1280e5x + 1080e6x − 118305e1+x − 118305e2+x − 121950e3+x
− 121950e4+x − 118305e5+x − 118305e6+x + 9560e1+2x + 19120e2+2x
+ 38720e3+2x + 19120e4+2x + 9560e5+2x + 9560e6+2x − 29160e1+4x
− 9360e2+4x − 29160e3+4x − 9360e4+4x + 243745e1+5x + 55841e2+5x
+ 60766e3+5x + 59486e4+5x + 57121e5+5x + 57121e6+5x
− 105840e1+6x + 1080e2+6x);




57121 + 114242e + 116607e2 + 121532e3 − 122213e4 − 179334e5
+ 3645e6 + 32265e4x − 206496e5x + 117110e6x − 4320e3+x + 419040e4+x
+ 419040e5+x − 4320e6+x − 31590e2+2x − 97740e3+2x − 97740e4+2x
− 97740e5+4x − 31590e6+2x + 64530e1+4x + 96795e2+4x + 163620e3+4x
+ 96795e4+4x + 64530e5+4x + 32265e6+4x − 412992e1+5x − 417312e2+5x
− 417312e3+5x − 412992e4+5x − 206496e5+5x + 234220e1+6x + 235550e2+6x





117110e2 + 234220e3 + 235500e4 + 234220e5 + 117110e6 + 32265e2x
− 31590e4x − 4320e5x + 3645e6x − 206496e1+x − 412992e2+x − 417312e3+x
− 417312e4+x − 412992e5+x − 206496e6+x + 64530e1+2x + 96795e2+2x
+ 163620e3+2x + 96795e4+2x + 64530e5+2x + 32265e6+2x − 97740e1+4x
− 97740e2+4x − 97740e3+4x − 31590e4+4x + 419040e1+5x + 419040e2+5x
− 4320e3+5x − 179334e1+6x − 122213e2+6x + 121532e3+6x + 116607e4+6x
+ 114242e5+6x + 57121e6+6x).
Appendix B. The proof of Theorem 2.1










36Rx(y) − 49R(2)x (y) + 14R(4)x (y) − R(6)x (y)
)
dy
+ u(y)(49R′x(y) − 14R(3)x (y) + R(5)x (y))∣∣10
+ u′(y)(14R(2)x (y) − R(4)x (y))∣∣10 + u′′(y)R(3)x (y)∣∣10. (B.1)
Since Rx(y) ∈ W 32 [0,1], it follows that
Rx(0) = 0, Rx(1) = 0. (B.2)
Since u ∈ W 32 [0,1], u(0) = u(1) = 0. If
14R(2)x (0) − R(4)x (0) = 0, 14R(2)x (1) − R(4)x (1) = 0,
R(3)x (0) = 0, R(3)x (1) = 0, (B.3)










36Rx(y) − 49R(2)x (y) + 14R(4)x (y) − R(6)x (y)
)
dy.
For ∀x ∈ [0,1], if Rx(y) also satisfies
36Rx(y) − 49R(2)x (y) + 14R(4)x (y) − R(6)x (y) = δ(y − x), (B.4)





Characteristic equation of (B.4) is given by
λ6 − 14λ4 + 49λ2 − 36 = 0,




c1ey + c2e−y + c3e2y + c4e−2y + c5e3y + c6e−3y, y  x,
d1ey + d2e−y + d3e2y + d4e−2y + d5e3y + d6e−3y, y > x.
On the other hand, for (B.4), let Rx(y) satisfy
R(k)x (x + 0) = R(k)x (x − 0), k = 0,1,2,3,4. (B.5)
Integrating (B.4) from x − ε to x + ε with respect to y and let ε → 0, we have the jump degree
of R(5)x (y) at y = x
R(5)x (x − 0) − R(5)x (x + 0) = 1. (B.6)
From (B.2), (B.3), (B.5), (B.6), the unknown coefficients of (2.2) can be obtained.
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